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To the same effect, see Deering v. Harvester Works, 155 U. S.
286, 296, 15 Sup. CL1l8; White v. Dunbar, 119 U. S. 47, 52, 7 Sup.
Ct. 72; Burns v. Meyer, 100 U. S. 671, 672.
The decree of the circuit court is affirmed, with costs to the ap-·

pellee..

MacCOLL v. CROMPTOX LOOM WORKS.
(Circuit Cqurt of Appeals, First Circuit. May 31, 1899.)

No. 259.
PATENTS-LAPPET- LOOMS.

The MacColl patents, Nos. 570,259 and 570,260, both for improvements
in lappet-looms,· construed, and held not infringed, the former as to claims
1 and 6, and the latter as to claims 1 and 2.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of the United States for the District
of Massachusetts. .
This was a suit in equity by James R. MacColl against the Cromp-

ton Loop;l Works for infringement of letters patent Nos. 570,259 and
570,260, both issued October 27, 1896, to the complainant, far im-
provements in lappet looms. Olaims 1 and 6 of the former patent
and 1 and 2 of the latter were in issue. The circuit court found that
there was no infringement of any of these claims, and accordingly
dismissed the bill (87 Fed. 731), and from this decree the complainant
has appealed.
James E. Maynadier, for appellant.
Frederick P. Fish and William K. Richardson (John C. Dewey and

Frederick L. Emery, on the brief), for appellee.
Before OOLT, Circuit Judge, and WEBB and ALDRICH, District

Judges..

001.'1.', Circuit Judge. This appeal was heard at the same time as
the suit by this complainant against the Knowles Loom "Yorks. 95
Fed. 982. The Knowles Case limited the charge of infringement to
the first claim of MacColl patent, No. 570,259. This suit is brought for
infringement of the first and sixth claims of that patent, and claims 1
and 2 of the second MacColl patent, No. 570,260. Both patents were
issued the same day, October 27, 1896. The opinion handed down this
day in the KnOWleS Case, construing the first claim of patent No.
570,259, and holding that the Knowles pattern chain did not infringe
that claim, also applies to this case. The defendant's chain is COIll-
posed of links of different sizes, which govern the pattern. It has
no adjustable pins. The action of the pattern projections is radial,
and not longitudinal, as in the MacOoll chain. This chain is more
remote from the specific mechanism covered by the first claim of the
)IacCollpatent than the Knowles device. In view of our opinion in
the Knowles Oase, further consideration of this claim is unnecessary.
Claim 6 of the first MacOoll patent relates to a combination of

mechanism by means of which one of the needle bars remains inop-
erative at any desired point in the pattern. whereby discontinuous
patterns, such as spots in the cloth, may be made. The lappet pat-
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tenn is made by the succession of transverse stitches. To interrupt
the pattern, the risIng and falling of the needle bar must be stopped.
When this is done the needle simply carries along a thread above or
below the faee of the cloth according to the position of the needle bar,
until the up and down motion is resumed. The claim is as follows:
"(6) In a lappet 100m, the 'Combination of a needle bar and pattern chain

mechanism with intermediate engaging mechanism for causing the desired
movement of the needles Into the shed; the pattern .chain mechanism being
adapted to gQvern the longitudinal position of the needle bar, and control the
operative connection of the needle bar with the engaginglllechanlsm, Whereby
the said engaging mechanism maybe caused to remain inoperative at any de-
sired point in the pattern, substantially as described."

The question is raised as to the construction of this claim. The
language is plain and unambiguous, and, in our opinion, its mean-
ing is free from serious dOl;lbt. ,'rhe claim is for a combination of
devices "whereby the said engaging mechanism may be caused to
reml:\in jpoperative at any desired point in the pattern." The com-
bination consists of a needle t.ar, which the specification shows is
the rear needle bar; pattern chain mechanism, which means a pat-
tern chain mechanism having a series of pins, t, upon the links of
the chain, which engage the crooked end of the rock shaft,
as the specification; intermediate engaging mechanism
for causipg the desired movement, of the needles into the sheds,
which refers to the lifting rod moved up and down by the cam, the
rock shaft with its crooked end, and other mechanism described in
the specifi«ati,on. The claim also says, ''The pattern mechanism
being adapted to govern the longitudinal position of the needle bar,
and control the operative connection of the needle bar with the
engaging mechanism." This simply means that the pattern chain
in this combination, in addition to having the pins, t, upon the links,
which control the operative connection of the needle bar (which is
the subject-matter of this claim), must also be' adapted to govern
the longitudinal position of the needle bar. It is apparent, how-
ever, upon reading the claim, and considering its subject-matter and
operative parts, that the specific means described in the patent for
governing the longitUdinal position of the needle bar are not made
an element of the claim, and that it covers any pattern-chain mechan-
ism adapted to govern the longitudinal position of the needle bar.
The "adjustable pattern screws or pins" which are made the sub-
ject-matter of claim 1 are independent of the means employed for
accomplishing the result mentioned in claim 6. We hold that claim
1 forms no part of, and cannot be read into claim 6. In the Mac-
CoIl mechanism the needle bars are lifted by a lifting rod, which
is continuously moved up and down by a cam, and passes upward
through a guiding slot in a plate. ' In this slot the rod can be
moved to and from the needle bars by an arm attached to a rock
shaft. This shaft has a crooked end; which engages a series of pins
upon the links of the pattern chain. The lifting rod has a flat end,
and can pass under one or both needle bars. This end is always held
in engagement with the forward needle bar, which is therefore never
removed from operation. When a pin on a link of the pattern chain
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comes in contact with the crooked end of the rock shaft, the end of
the lifting rod is carried backward under the rear needle bar, by
which means it is lifted as well as the forward needle bar. When,
however, a link with no pin upon it passes around under the crooked
end of the rock shaft, the end of the lifting rod is removed by a
spring from under the rear needle bar, and only the front needle bar
is operated. In defendant's loom the mechanism employed for keep-
ing the needle bar out of operation is quite different. A lever is
pivoted to the loom frame, and rests upon the pattern chain, con-
structed of links of different heights. This lever is connected by a
tad with an elbow lever, which it moves in and out under a stop.
This stop is on the lifting rod which raises and depresses the needle
bar. When the lay swings forward, the needle bar raises the needles
out of the warp. When the lay swings backward, the lifting rod and
needle bar are pulled down, but, if the elbow lever il;l pulled under the
stop, the lifting rod 4::annot be pulled down, and the needles remain
up. The pattern chain acts through the elbow lever to keep the
needle bar out of operation. In defendant's structure there is a "pat·
tern-controlled stop which holds the needle bars up at times when it
is desired to stop their operation." If were the first to in-
vent a device for keeping the needle bar out of operation at any de-
sired point in the pattern, his patent should receive a broad con-
struction, but, if this feature in lappet looms was old, we think the
difference between the means employed by the defendant and those
employed by MacOoU to accomplish this purpose relieve the former
from the charge of infringement. The prior art shows that many
years ago the improvement was adopted of having the pattern chain
which governed the longitudinal position of the needle bar so con-
structed that it would also take the needle bar out of operation, and
that this was done by means of high and low surfaces on the links
of the chain. This is shown in the Smith (English) patent of 1854.
In comparing the specific mechanisms of Smith and MacColl, Mr.
Livermore, defendant's expert, fairly says:
"In both cases there is a pattern chain which determines the position of the

needle bar at every operation (rise and fall) of the needles, and thereby deter-
mines the figure produced by the whip thread when the needles are operated.
In both cases the same pattern chain carries a pattern surface, which deter-
mines when the needle bars shall and when they shall not operate (rise and
fall); and in both cases this latter pattern surface controls the operation of
the needle bar through intermediate engaging mechanism which either connects
the needle bar with a lifter that operates continuously and thus causes the
needle bar to operate, or disconnects it from said lifter, and thus permits or
causes it to cease operating."

In view of the prior art, MacCoU must be limited to the specific
mechanism described in his patent, and it follows that the defendant
does not infringe this claim.
The charge of infringement respecting the second MacColl patent,

No. 570,260, is limited to the first two claims. The claims are as
follows:
"(1) In a lappet loom, the combination of the lay and the needle bar carried

by the lay with the pattern pins or projections and the engaging rod held in-
dependently of the lay, and a sliding connection between the needle bar and the
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engllglngiod, :substantlally as described. (2) In loom" the combination
Qf, bar the, ,lay with,t,lhe pattern pins or pro-
j¢ct1onll rod heid,independently (If the lay, means for hold-
ing the engaging'rod against the pattern pins or and a sliding con-
nection" bet'weeilthe needle bar Il.fid the engaging rod, sUbstantially as de-
!!crlbed." . n,

relate to specific They are the same
except as to the ,means for boldillg the engaging rod against the pat-
tern pins or projections. , For the purposes of this case they may be
considered as one. In the first MacColl patent the pattern chain
andeJ,lgaging rod were carried on the swingin,g lay on which the
needle barsara mounted. By ,the described in the
second patent the pattern device and engaging rod are supported on
the main frame of the loom" thereby relieving the swinging lay from
tbis weight. This is effected by a sliding connecUon between the
engaging rod on the frame ,and the needle bar on the lay, which
causes the engaging rod and needle bar to act' as one, so far as the
cQntrolliJ,lgeffect of the pattern is concerned. The general con-
str,uction is, as follows: The chain engaging rod which engages the
sU,ccessive pattern . carried by the chain is supported in
bearings on the loom frame. To this rod is rigidly attached an arm,
the other end of which is ,strung on a guide wire, so that the arm can
move back and forth on this wire .as the engaging rod is moved back
and forth by the pattern chain. With this first ,arm is connected a
second arm, which is pressed by springs toward the first arm. Be-
tween these two arms is tightly held a downward arm, extending
from the needle bar,which slides backward and forward in the guide
formed by the two al'fu.s as theneedle bar swings back and forth on
the lay. When the engaging rod is moved to one side by a higher

on the pattern 'chain, or carried backby the spring against
a lower projection; the guide on the engaging rod carries with it
the downwardarm,and therefore the needle bar from which the arm
extends. In lappet-looms this arrangement whereby the pattern sur-
face is carried on the stationary framework. of the loom, and con-
nected,by intermediate mechanism to the needle bar carried on the
lay, was old and well known at the date of 'the MacColl patent, as
this rec,ord abundantly shows. The most that MacCoU can claim as

is his sliding connection betweep.the engaging rod and
needle bar, or the specific means he employs to accomplish the pro-
posed result. ,
Assuming these clahns to be valid, the question remains whether

the defendant's loom contains the "sliding connection" of MacColl,
or what elm properly be considered its equivalent under the limita-
tions which the prior art imposes upon these claims of his patent.
We do not find in the defendant's loom the MacCoU sliding connec-
tion,but an essentially different mechanism. The pattern chain in
the Crompton loom is supported on the frame of. the loom, arid con-
nected with the needle bar on the lay by connecting levers pivoted
near the axis of the lay. This method appears to have been old.
Upon the pattern chain rests a lever pivoted to the frame of the
loom. A rod extends from the lever down to a connecting rod, which
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is pi-votednear the axis of the loom, and conneded at its other end
by another rod with a bell-crank lever. To the upper arm· of the bell-
crank lever is attached the needle bar. As the lever which rests on
the pattern chain rises or falls, the intermediate levers pull the needle
bar from one side to the other. Owing to the connecting rod being
pivoted near the axis of the lay, the pattern chain, which is sup-
ported on the loom frame, is by this means conneded with the needle
bar on the lay without interference from the motion of the lay. This
construction is radically different from the MacColI device. Decree
of the circuit court is affirmed with costs to the appellee.

NATIONAL FOLDING-BOX & PAPER CO. v. DAYTON PAPER NOVELTY
CO. et aI.

(CirCUit Court, S. D. Ohio, W. D. July 10, 1899.)

No. 4,524.

1. PATENTS-INFRHWEMENT-AsCERTAINMENT OF EXPENSES.
In ascertaining the profits of an infringing corporation, where the manu-

facture 'of the infringing goods constituted but one part of the business,
held, that the corporation was not entitled, in computing general expenses,
to include therein interest on dividends to its stockholders, premiums for
insurance or accident insurance, taxes, attorneys' fees,: and money paid
to a, physician for injury to an employe, but that it might include ,sums
paId' to a commel'cial agency for information as to credits, this being a
proper part 'of the sale expenses. ' ,

2. SAME-ExCESSIVE SALARIES TO OFFICERS.
In such case' the corporation was not entitled to include, as part of its

general expenses, the full amount of salaries paid to its officers, when it
appeared that these salaries were excessive, and were reAlly a division of
profits. The court, under such circumstances, will reduce the allowance
to what would seem to be a reasonable amount for salaries.

8. SAME":":EFFEOTOF DECISION.
Where a manufacturing infringer, though not a technical party, in fact

assumes the defense of an infringement suit against one of its vendees,
bears the expense thereof,. and guaranties the defendant against loss, it is
bound by a decision in such suit that all the profits of the infringing de-
vice were due to the patented invention, and cannot relitigate thatques-
tion in, it subsequent suit against itself for infringement.

4. SAME-FOLLOWING DECISIONS IN OTHER CmcuITs.
A decision by a circuit court of appeals that all the profits of an In-

fringIng device are due to the patented feature thereof is of controlling
weight in a suit against a different defendant in another circuit court.

Walter D.Edmonds, for complainant.
Wood &.Boyd, for defendants.

. TAFT, Circuit Judge. This is a suit to enjoin the infringement of
the second claim of letters patent No. 171,866, to Ritter, for an im-
provement in paper boxes. The patent has expired, and the case
now only involves a question of damages. Judge Sage held that the
second claim was valid, and that it was infringed by certain boxes
manufactured by the defendant. The case was then referred to the
special master to ascertain and state the number of boxes made, the
number used, and the number sold by the said defendant company


